Abstract

This article reports on an inter-institutional project to design, develop, pilot, and evaluate a state-wide online training course for higher education adjunct faculty who are preparing to teach their first online course. We begin with a brief literature review to contextualize the stated problem the project sought to address: the need for quality, accessible training for online adjunct faculty. We then give background information to describe the environment in which the project was situated before detailing the process of designing and piloting the first iteration of the Certificate for Online Adjunct Teaching (COAT) course. Using a mixed-methods approach (surveys and reflection journals), data were collected from the adjunct faculty who took the COAT course, the COAT instructor, and the COAT design team. The results indicate that the pilot COAT course did meet the perceived needs and expectations of the course participants. We finish by discussing our plans for the next phase of this project.
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Introduction

Research has highlighted that different roles and competencies are needed for online teaching than for traditional, on-campus instruction (Berge, 1995; Goodyear, Salmon, Spector, Steeples, & Tickner, 2001; Ragan, 2009; Smith, 2005; Varvel, 2007). Using Berge’s (1995) four instructor roles for moderating online discussions, Morris and Finnegan (2008–2009) found that novice online instructors “enacted a management role to a limited degree, and rarely posted a comment classified as ‘pedagogical’” (p. 61); however, experienced online instructors "enacted multiple roles – social, managerial, and pedagogical – to engage students and increase student persistence and success” (p. 61). To assist novice online instructors in becoming competent in all four of Berge’s online roles, higher education institutions may offer some form of training in online teaching. However, this training may not be available to all instructors, particularly part-time, adjunct faculty who have limited access to on-campus training opportunities, and the training may not be sufficient to adequately prepare instructors to effectively teach online.

This article focuses on an ongoing project in Maryland, United States, which began in 2008 when MarylandOnline (MOL), a statewide consortium of higher education institutions, funded an exploratory research project to see if there was interest in a shared training program to prepare adjunct faculty to teach online. The research indicated that there was a need for such a program, and this article focuses on describing the second phase of the project: the development, delivery, and evaluation of a pilot Certificate for Online Adjunct Teaching (COAT) course. The article begins with a brief literature review to contextualize the stated problem the project seeks to address: the need for quality, accessible training for online adjunct faculty. We then give background information to describe the environment in which the project is situated before detailing the process of designing and piloting the first iteration of the COAT course. Evaluation data from the pilot course are presented and analyzed before we discuss our recommendations for future iterations of the COAT course.

Problem: The Need for Quality, Accessible Training for Online Adjunct Faculty

A recent report focused on online learning in the United States found that “online enrollments have continued to grow at rates far in excess of the total higher education student population” (Allen & Seaman, 2010, p. 1), and comparative enrollment trends for community colleges from fall 2007 to fall 2008 “reported a 22% increase for distance education enrollments” (Instructional Technology Council, 2010, p. 2). Tipple (2010) highlighted that this increase in online enrollment is inter-related with a second trend: “the significant increase in adjunct (part-time) faculty” (para. 1). The Center for Community College Student Engagement (2009) found that 67% of all community college instructors taught part-time (p. 18), and Seaman (2009), surveying instructors employed at four-year institutions in the United States, discovered that “part-time faculty are more likely to engage in online learning than their full-time counterparts, with 32.4% of part-time faculty currently teaching online compared to 22.2% of full-timers” (p. 15).
Kanuka, Jugdev, Heller, and West’s (2008) exploratory study focusing on academics who worked from home (of which 66.5% were adjunct faculty) concluded that new instructors should be provided with “an option for sustained early training in distance-delivered online teaching” (p. 162), and that such training should be delivered online. However, recent studies suggest that professional development opportunities focusing on helping instructors become familiar with online teaching roles and competencies may not be available for all instructors. For example, Allen and Seaman (2010) found that “19% of institutions with online offerings report that they have no training or mentoring programs for their online teaching faculty” (p. 3). Pagliari, Batts, and McFadden’s (2009) research into desired versus actual training for online instructors showed that over 40% of surveyed online instructors had not accessed any training in the past year.

For institutions that do provide training for instructors transitioning to online teaching, the training may not be offered in a format that is easily accessible for adjunct faculty. Allen and Seaman (2010) found that “the most common training approaches...are internally run training courses (65%) and informal mentoring (59%)” (p. 3), but details were not provided on the structure or format of the trainings. It is likely that adjunct and full-time faculty training needs vary, with online adjuncts less able to attend on-campus workshops or participate in mentoring if it occurs through informal face-to-face meetings.

Two recent doctoral dissertations have focused on the training needs of online adjunct faculty. Biro (2005) conducted qualitative research that explored, among other topics, online adjuncts’ perceptions of their preparation to teach online. Biro concluded that “instructional teams comprised of faculty, administrators, technologists, and instructional design specialists work best when helping faculty prepare to teach online” (2005, p. 90), and that this team-based training “must encourage and facilitate critical-thinking opportunities for faculty who teach online so they can reflect on their decisions as educators and on their learning as students” (2005, p. 93). Blodgett (2008) performed an exploratory, descriptive study of adjuncts’ professional development experiences and preferences to prepare them to teach online. Blodgett’s study addressed “the lack of information regarding professional development of part-time/adjunct faculty in preparation for online teaching from the perspective of such faculty” (2008, p. 7). Her research found that adjuncts’ perceived needs and preferences for training included (a) the use of online formats to provide flexible access, (b) the provision of the experience of being online students, and (c) the offer of mentoring for continued support. Blodgett gave three recommendations based on her research findings, the first being that “universities should develop formalized, yet flexible faculty development programs for adjunct faculty who are hired to teach online courses” (2008, p. 88).

To summarize, with the increase in online enrollments and the number of adjuncts teaching online courses comes a need for quality training that is accessible to adjunct faculty. Recent research recommends that this training should be designed by teams of faculty, administrators, instructional designers, and technologists, and that the training should be offered in an online format that gives instructors the experience of being online students. The next section discusses how the problem contextualized in this brief literature review—namely, the need for quality,
accessible training for new online adjunct faculty—is being addressed within a specific context: higher education institutions in Maryland.

**Context and Background: Project Purpose and History**

This section begins by introducing two groups involved in online learning in Maryland: MarylandOnline (MOL) and the Instructional Design Affinity Group (IDAG). IDAG received MOL grants in 2008 and 2009 to initiate the COAT project. The COAT initiative has been a collaborative project involving a number of individuals from both MOL and IDAG. A list of major project contributors can be found on the COAT Web site (COAT Project, 2010a).

**MarylandOnline**

MarylandOnline is a consortium of independently governed higher education institutions in Maryland. MOL’s mission states that it is

> a statewide, inter-segmental consortium, dedicated to championing distance learning in Maryland. Through collaboration among Maryland community colleges, colleges, and universities, MarylandOnline facilitates students’ access to articulated courses, certificates, and degree programs offered via distance; and promotes excellence in Web-based learning in the physical as well as in the virtual classroom. With strategic partners, MarylandOnline enhances the quality and availability of higher education for the citizens and employers of Maryland and for students worldwide. (MarylandOnline, 2010)

MarylandOnline was established in 1999 and is considered by its member institutions to be innovative and progressive in its approach to championing the cause of distance education. This was reinforced in 2003 by the awarding of a U.S. Department of Education Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (FIPSE) grant. The chief goal of the grant was the development of a “replicable pathway for inter-institutional quality assurance and course improvements in online learning” (Quality Matters, 2010, para. 1). The product of the FIPSE grant, Quality Matters, has since become nationally recognized for its faculty peer review certification process for online courses.

**Instructional Design Affinity Group**

IDAG, an affinity group of the Maryland Distance Learning Association, is primarily comprised of instructional designers working in higher education contexts. The stated mission of IDAG is to promote “the use of instructional design for learning activities that are mediated by technology” (Instructional Design Affinity Group, 2010, para. 1). IDAG’s goals include supporting Maryland distance learning programs and fostering partnerships through collaboration. The project
described in this paper came about through IDAG collaboration focused on perceived training needs for preparing instructors to teach online.

In 2008, IDAG applied for a grant from MOL in order to conduct research on how interested Maryland institutions might be in the development of a state-wide online teaching certificate for instructors in higher education. As instructional designers at Maryland institutions, many IDAG members were responsible for providing training for instructors at their institutions in the areas of pedagogy and technologies used for online teaching. It became apparent that many instructional designers within the group were developing similar training sessions for instructors at their respective institutions. It was felt that the creation of a training course that could be shared among institutions might reduce this duplication of effort while also expanding the number, quality, and consistency of trainings offered to online instructors within Maryland’s higher education community.

Many institutions were also grappling with the task of how to properly prepare new instructors how to teach online. With the success of MOL’s Quality Matters project (Quality Matters, 2010) and its impact on defining and certifying the quality of course design, institutions were turning their attention to the quality of the delivery of those courses.

Instructors themselves seemed interested in obtaining some type of formal designation indicating they had a certain level of online teaching expertise. Adjunct instructors, who often teach for multiple institutions, were sometimes required to complete potentially identical training at each institution. In contrast, some adjunct instructors did not have access to training at all because their institution did not offer it or did not offer it in a format or time frame that was convenient for them. It was envisioned that the creation of a sharable training course would increase the availability of training to instructors. It could also potentially increase the pool of trained adjunct faculty for institutions to draw upon. Hence, it was envisioned that the project could benefit MOL member institutions through (a) providing access to COAT course design and training materials, and (b) providing access to a pool of trained instructors. The project could benefit adjunct instructors through (a) providing access to training that is familiar to MOL institutions, (b) providing a proven method to document their skills, and (c) offering access to training that might not currently be available or easily accessible to them.

Phase One: Research, 2008–2009

MOL responded to IDAG’s grant request by awarding an initial grant to the group in the fall of 2008. Primary purposes of the grant were identified as (a) to perform research on the training needs of Maryland’s higher educational institutions, (b) to perform research on the level of interest Maryland’s higher educational institutions may have in a shared training course/program, and (c) if there appeared to be sufficient interest, to recommend a program model(s) that might allow MOL to offer training sessions or certification courses as a state-wide group. The group first reviewed current literature on online teaching competencies and researched existing higher education training programs for online teaching (Dubins & Graham, 2009).
A survey was then conducted on the training needs of Maryland’s higher educational institutions. The Maryland Higher Education Commission (MHEC) Web site (MHEC, n.d.) was used to identify higher education institutions in Maryland. Thirty-seven institutions were identified as having credit online course offerings or programs in place, and invitations to participate in the survey were sent via email to the distance learning administrators and instructional designers/faculty trainers of these 37 institutions. Multiple responses from institutions were permitted in order to collect more comprehensive data (i.e., the researchers saw a need for data collected from both administrator and instructional designer/faculty trainer perspectives). Respondents were required to identify themselves in order to detect duplicate responses from institutions.

The survey gathered information about faculty training/professional development sessions offered by institutions to their online instructors. Information gathered included (a) topics/competencies covered, (b) delivery mode, (c) identification of unmet training needs, and (d) reasons why unmet training needs were not being addressed. Finally, the survey included questions designed to gauge interest in training offered by a central Maryland organization and interest in a state-wide certification program for online instructors.

The survey response rate was 59% with a total of 27 responses received from 22 institutions (five institutions provided responses from two different respondents). The majority of responses were received from distance learning directors/managers (13 responses) and instructional designers/technologists/faculty trainers (13 responses).

Selected results of the Maryland Faculty Training Needs Assessment Survey were as follows:

- Learning management system training appeared to be offered sufficiently by most institutions;
- Training was more readily available for course development than for teaching online;
- Less than half of respondents (44%) offered training for teaching online;
- The most common reasons for not offering training were lack of staff (62%) and lack of time (31%);
- The majority (81%) of individual respondents were personally interested in an online teaching certificate program;
- 71% of respondents indicated their institution was, or might be, interested in an online teaching certification program offered state-wide.

The results of the survey indicated there was supported interest by Maryland’s higher education distance learning professionals to develop a state-wide training program focused on the competencies needed to teach online. The survey results also revealed which training topics
institutions were currently offering (see Table 1) and which topics they felt needed to be offered but which were not currently available to their faculty. Responses to an open-ended question on what training they would like to offer, but currently did not, fell into the following categories: (a) teaching online (six responses); (b) pedagogy (two responses); (c) assessment (four responses); (d) managing online discussions (one response); (e) Americans with Disabilities Act (two responses); (f) copyright (two responses); (g) course design (two responses); and (h) technology (two responses).

Table 1

*Survey respondents’ responses to survey question: “Please use the list below to tell us about your current training for teaching online. Select all that apply”*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching online training topic</th>
<th>Do offer</th>
<th>Do not offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online best practices</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading / managing / monitoring discussions</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubrics</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating engaging assignments</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing assignments/discussions</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copyright</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning styles (auditory, visual, kinesthetic)</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADA guidelines</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning theories (behaviorism, cognitivism, constructivism)</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The topics identified in Table 1, as well as the results of the literature review to identify online teaching competencies, were detailed in the report to MOL at the end of phase one. The report included recommendations that (a) the training should be delivered fully online, include formal assessment of core competencies, and focus on teaching online, not on course design; (b) an advisory board comprised of experienced online instructors, instructional designers, and distance learning administrators should be formed; and (c) the training should be available to both new and experienced instructors. The report also recommended course competencies that were incorporated into the COAT syllabus in phase two (COAT Project, 2010c).

**Proposed Solution: Phase Two — Certificate for Online Adjunct Teaching**

The phase one project report recommended that MOL fund a second phase of the project focused on the development and pilot offering of a training course aimed at preparing adjunct faculty to teach online. This section focuses on phase two of this project, which was completed in the academic year 2009–2010. The logistics of setting up an inter-institutional training course is first discussed.
Organizing the Project

Preparation for phase two of the project necessitated first identifying major project tasks and determining a timeline for project activities. These activities reflected the main components needed in an instructional design plan as identified by Morrison, Ross, and Kemp (2007): learner characteristics, task analysis, instructional objectives, content sequencing, instructional strategies, designing the message, development of instructions, and evaluation instruments (p. 12).

August–September 2009

- Write course syllabus.
- Define module objectives.
- Form a project advisory board.
- Determine project timeline.
- Present detailed grant proposal to the MOL board of directors for approval.

October–November 2009

- Present at the Maryland Consortium for Adjunct Professional Development conference and gauge instructor interest in the project.
- Determine criteria for selection of the course development team and course facilitator.
- Recruit course development team members and course facilitator.
- Select a learning management system and host institution for the course.
- Determine course development standards.

December 2009–March 2010

- Design and develop the course.
- Develop a project Web site.
- Recruit and select pilot course participants.
April–June 2010

- Run the nine-week pilot course.
- Compile and analyze course evaluation results.
- Solicit feedback from MOL Distance Learning Directors affinity group.
- Write final report, including recommendations for the next phase.

**Course structure and syllabus.**

The first task in designing the COAT course was to decide on the course structure and write the syllabus. Using the recommendations from phase one’s research, it was decided to deliver the course completely online as a nine-week asynchronous course consisting of four modules. The modules encompassed the eight main competency areas: (a) orienting students to online learning; (b) technology skills; (c) learning management skills; (d) basic instructional design principles; (e) pedagogy and andragogy; (f) social process and presence; (g) managing assessment; and (h) legal and institution-specific policies and procedures (COAT Project, 2010b). The course description reflected elements from the community of inquiry framework (Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2000) with a particular emphasis on social and teaching presences.

A primary objective for the paced COAT course structure was to provide instructors with the experience of online learning from the student's perspective. The concept of a group training experience led by an instructor, as opposed to self-paced study with no instructor, drew on Bandura’s (1977) social learning theory, in particular on the idea of modeling. By participating in a well-designed online course facilitated by an experienced online instructor who modeled identified best practices, participants would benefit through observing the practical implementation of what they studied in the course.

The course syllabus gave a detailed course description, including teaching methods, learning objectives, and assessment methods (COAT Project, 2010c). Course design standards provided to the design team indicated that the course should include structured weekly content similar to what instructors would likely use in their own online courses, such as (a) using a textbook, articles, and Web sites as required readings; (b) viewing videos; (c) completing written and interactive exercises; (d) completing quizzes, self-checks, and self-reflection assignments; and (e) interacting with other participants in discussion boards and group activities.

**Project advisory board.**

The next task was to address any concerns of distance learning administrators at MOL-affiliated institutions. An advisory board was formed in August, 2009 and included representatives from a number of MOL-affiliated institutions and organizations. The advisory board initially focused on
addressing areas of concern that had been expressed by some institutions. The first area of concern was the use of the word recognize in the proposed grant proposal for phase two: colleges would recognize the training. The project management team clarified that the intent of the project was to offer training with content that was familiar to MOL participating institutions. It was not to mandate the training to institutions or to require institutions to formally recognize it. Individual institutions were free to determine whether the training met or contributed to their training needs, and to what extent.

The second area of concern was the title of the project (i.e., Certificate for Online Adjunct Teaching). Some institutions were uncomfortable with using the word certificate in the title of the project, citing concerns that participants might misinterpret it to be a professional certificate or a credit-course certificate program. The advisory board was not able to come to consensus on this issue prior to the drafting of the phase two proposal to MOL, so it was agreed that the title of the project for phase two would be modified to the Online Adjunct Teaching project and that the group would revisit the title of the project upon completion of phase two.

The third area of concern was the target audience for the course. It was clarified that the course would be targeted toward adjunct instructors who were experienced face-to-face college teachers, but were new to teaching online.

Using the input provided by the advisory board, the project management team presented a detailed proposal for phase two of the project to the MOL board in September, 2009, which was subsequently approved. The advisory board was active throughout phase two of the project and offered input and advice on various facets of the project, including recommendations for continuing the project into phase three, with a project title of Certificate for Online Adjunct Teaching.

**Distance learning directors affinity group.**

In addition to the project advisory board, the project management team solicited input from the distance learning directors affinity group, which was comprised of directors of distance learning at MOL member institutions (or who had similar responsibilities). The course was showcased to the group in June 2010. Feedback regarding the course was excellent.

**Pilot Course Design and Development: Process and Product**

The COAT course was developed using a collaborative, inter-institutional team approach. Preparation for course design and development began in the fall of 2009 with the recruitment and selection of the course development team. The course development team included members from six Maryland institutions who were experienced online instructors (full-time and adjunct), instructional designers, and/or distance learning administrators. All members had extensive experience in instructional design and were well-versed in the Quality Matters course design standards.
With the exception of an initial team meeting, the team met and designed the course entirely online using Internet conferencing and collaboration tools. The team met on a weekly basis over a period of four months.

All team members were employed in positions at their respective colleges; thus, it was essential to maximize efficiency and effectiveness of the team. The initial team meeting was held face-to-face in November 2009, at which time the project leaders outlined the major tasks of the design team and the project timeline. They also shared the roles they envisioned for each member of the team and gave each team member an opportunity to accept, decline, or modify their role and/or time commitment. Hence, at the conclusion of the initial meeting, each member had a clear idea of what was expected and was enthusiastic about his or her role on the team.

Also during the initial meeting, the project leaders distributed copies of the course syllabus and module objectives, which they had determined using the research conducted in phase one of the project and which were supported by the advisory board (COAT Project, 2010c). In addition, proposed course development standards were introduced in order to ensure coherence across course content and adherence to good instructional design standards and practices. Design and development of the course occurred from January through April 2010. Course design highlights included that the course

- be designed in module format;
- be designed with the foresight of migrating to multiple learning management systems;
- be designed using Quality Matters standards;
- be designed as a nine-week cohort course;
- emphasized the modeling of good teaching practices;
- contained multiple and varied assessments;
- considered different learning styles of participants; and
- made use of multiple resources/types of resources (textbook, PowerPoint presentations, SoftChalk lessons, videos, external Web sites, interactive software, etc.).

A design team survey, conducted at the conclusion of the course development, indicated that the team unanimously felt the inter-institutional, team approach to designing the course resulted in a course of much higher quality than one being designed by a one- or two-person team. They felt the team collaboration allowed for a more diverse pool of ideas, as well as a diverse pool of knowledge (i.e., each team member brought a different strength to the project). In addition, the inter-institutional approach to designing and developing the course resulted in a more comprehensive coverage of topics and issues that adjunct instructors from different institutions
might encounter. Despite a heavy workload and unforeseen external demands on some team members, the team unanimously indicated they found the experience to be rewarding and were proud of the course they had produced. In addition, all team members noted that they felt they were given adequate license to be creative and innovative.

**Pilot Course Implementation**

Participants were recruited for the pilot course through (a) a COAT presentation at the 2009 Maryland Consortium for Adjunct Professional Development conference, (b) referrals from distance learning administrators, and (c) referrals from MOL board members. Of the 65 applicants for the online pilot course, 20 were chosen. Criteria for selection included (a) experienced adjuncts with no previous online teaching experience, (b) availability during the pilot course period of April through June 2010, (c) affiliation with an MOL member institution, and (d) teaching discipline. The 20 participants represented 10 Maryland institutions. Two of the participants withdrew from the course within the first week, citing personal reasons for their withdrawal (lack of sufficient time, lack of technical skills). Of the remaining 18 participants, 17 completed the course successfully. The pilot course was offered at no cost to participants.

**Evaluation Methods**

The purpose for evaluating the pilot course was to focus on how the participants and instructor perceived the effectiveness of the course content and design for preparing adjuncts to teach their first online course. When participants applied to take the course, they were informed that they would be asked to provide feedback on their experiences in the course, specifically on how the course could be improved for future participants. Participants were asked to give permission to use their course contributions (submitted assignments, discussion board postings, survey responses, etc.) for evaluation purposes. Participants were assured that their contributions would be presented anonymously and their evaluation comments would have no impact on their successful completion of the course. All participants voluntarily signed a permission form.

The evaluation approach was based within a social constructivist epistemology as defined by Koro-Ljungberg, Yendol-Hoppey, Smith, and Hayes (2009). Koro-Ljungberg et al.’s description of a social constructivist epistemology included the following: considering the researcher as having a multifaceted, participatory role; having research goals to “negotiate and transform the practice” (2009, p. 690); and viewing knowledge as being generated from participants. The researcher who conducted and analyzed the evaluations was a member of the COAT leadership team, but was not a member of the course design team. The aim of the research was to use course participants’ feedback to make changes to the pilot course where necessary in order to improve the course for future offerings.

Evaluation data were collected from the participants in the pilot course using a mixed-methods approach: surveys (four module surveys and an end-of-course survey) and course documents (e.g., reflection journals). The surveys contained both Likert scale questions and open-ended questions in order to provide both quantitative and qualitative data.
Evaluation Results and Analysis

Participants’ perspective.

Participants were asked to complete an online survey within the learning management system at the end of each module and an additional survey at the end of the course (a total of five surveys ranging from 17 to 34 questions in length). Participants were assured that their responses were anonymous and no response could be directly linked with a participant’s name. Out of 17 participants, 16 completed the end-of-course and module 1 surveys, 15 completed the modules 2 and 4 surveys, and 14 completed the module 3 survey. The researcher tabulated the Likert scale questions and categorized the open-ended responses into common topics. Other members of the COAT team were asked to review the categories and make comments on whether the categories reflected the data in a way that would inform useful course redesign decisions. In the interest of space, only partial results of the surveys are given. Tables 2 and 4 show the compiled results for the four module surveys’ closed response questions, Table 3 gives the results to the Likert scale questions in the end-of-course survey, and Table 5 shows the results from one of the open-ended response questions for the first module.

Table 2

Responses from the Four Module Surveys for the Three Questions Repeated across Surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The module objectives were clearly stated.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The assignments and activities were clearly explained.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I found the content (textbook readings, documents, audio, video, websites etc.) in this module to be useful.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Responses from the End of Course Survey for the Likert Scale Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall the course content met my needs to prepare me to teach online.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The course was well organized.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The structure/design of the course</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
contributed to my overall learning.
The structure/design of the course helped me understand what a quality online course can look like. | 11 | 4 | 1 |
The overall course objectives included what I wanted to study in order to prepare to teach online. | 5 | 9 | 1 | 1 |
This course has helped me to understand introductory concepts and skills relevant to teaching online. | 10 | 6 |
The required textbook was valuable in contributing to my overall understanding of the course content. | 5 | 5 | 3 | 3 |
The introduction to the course (syllabus, orientation area, introductory video clips etc.) were useful in understanding how the course would be run. | 9 | 7 |
Course content met the stated objectives. | 12 | 3 | 1 |
I found the Blackboard course site easy to navigate. | 9 | 3 | 1 | 3 |
The workbook assignments were useful. | 7 | 7 | 2 |
The group work provided me with a good learning experience. | 4 | 5 | 5 | 2 |
The weekly discussion board was an important part of my learning experience in this course. | 7 | 6 | 2 | 1 |
I found the "Digging Deeper" sections useful. | 4 | 7 | 4 | 1 |
The media mix of text, video, and audio accommodated my preferred learning style. | 10 | 2 | 4 |
The amount of content covered each week was reasonable. | 5 | 7 | 1 | 2 | 1 |
I found it challenging to keep up with the workload. | 1 | 8 | 5 | 2 |
The optional synchronous meetings with the instructor through web-conferencing software were useful for me. | 4 | 1 | 4 | 7 |
I would recommend this 9-week cohort | 8 | 5 | 2 | 1 |
training to a colleague.

| I would have preferred to access this training as four individual modules rather than as a 9-week course. | 1 | 5 | 7 | 3 |
| I would have preferred to take this course as a self-paced study program rather than as a paced, cohort, collaborative course. | 3 | 1 | 7 | 5 |
| The instructor provided a positive model on how an online course should be facilitated. | 10 | 5 | 1 |
| This course has helped me decide that teaching online is something that I want to do. | 5 | 8 | 3 |

The data presented in Table 2 show that the majority of participants indicated that they either strongly agreed or agreed that the course content was clearly stated (97% of responses), the assignments and activities were clearly explained (88%), and the content useful (95%). Highlights from the end-of-course survey responses were that the majority of participants strongly agreed or agreed that

- the course met their needs to prepare them to teach online (14 out of 16 respondents),
- the course helped them understand what a quality online course can look like (15 out of 16 respondents),
- they would recommend the nine-week cohort training to a colleague (13 out of 16 respondents),
- the instructor provided a positive model of how an online course should be facilitated (15 out of 16 respondents).

In addition, the majority of the participants strongly disagreed or disagreed that they would have preferred to access the training via four separate modules (10 out of 16 respondents), or as self-paced individual study (12 out of 16 respondents). In response to one of the open-ended questions, “what did you like most about the course,” seven responses included having the experience of being an online student. For example, one participant stated, “I liked most that I got to experience it as a student.” These results confirmed for the COAT team the value of having cohort-based, paced online training that positioned participants as online students.

One interesting development that the design team had not originally planned was the inclusion of two optional synchronous meetings using web-conferencing software. The course was designed as a completely asynchronous course, but the instructor suggested offering optional synchronous
meetings. These meetings were well received by the attendees, with five participants strongly agreeing or agreeing that the synchronous meetings were useful.

The pilot course was designed with the expectation that participants would spend approximately four to five hours a week working on the course. Table 4 shows that module 2 had the heaviest workload in terms of how many hours participants felt they worked on course content (9 out of 15 respondents felt they worked seven or more hours a week on this module). In the end-of-course survey, 12 out of 16 respondents strongly agreed or agreed that the amount of content covered each week was reasonable, but 9 out of 16 strongly agreed or agreed that they found it challenging to keep up with the workload. A number of responses to the open-ended question on what participants liked least about the course suggested that the workload expectations could be revisited: “Sometimes having to read all of the discussion threads seemed overwhelming,” and “a few of the weeks were challenging with the amount of perceived work.” The course design team had been concerned about the amount of work in module 2, and so made module 2 a three-week rather than a two-week module (modules 1, 3, and 4 were two-week modules).

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours per week</th>
<th># of respondents, module 1</th>
<th># of respondents, module 2</th>
<th># of respondents, module 3</th>
<th># of respondents, module 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The open-ended questions were categorized into topics in an attempt to see if there were any clear patterns to the participants’ responses. On the whole, it was found that the data collected in the open-ended questions, while very useful in painting a picture of individuals’ experiences in the course, were not helpful for making course redesign decisions. For example, in Table 5, while two respondents found the SoftChalk lesson on instructional design basics useful, another participant highlighted the same lesson as not being useful. This was a trend throughout the open-ended questions responses: what one participant liked, another did not. The COAT team decided that the qualitative data gathered in the pilot course should be combined with data gathered in the next phase of the COAT project to see if increasing the sample size produces clearer, more distinct categories to inform major redesign decisions for future iterations of the training course.
Table 5

Module One: Did any assignments stand out for you as being particularly useful, not useful? Do you have any comments you want to add about the assignments? (Each response was categorized into fields, and the number of responses indicates the total number of times that a particular topic was mentioned in all survey responses)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Useful Sub-categories</th>
<th># of responses</th>
<th>Other comments Sub-categories</th>
<th># of responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variety of content delivery media</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Point grading</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation checklist 1-4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Too early in course to comment</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftChalk: Instructional design basics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scavenger hunt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hard to find assignment 1-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical skills checklist</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online assessment submission</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeping a portfolio of completed worksheets</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instructor’s perspective.

The course was facilitated by a faculty member who had extensive experience teaching online, both at the undergraduate and graduate level. The pilot course instructor was part of the COAT course design team, so she was familiar with the course design and the rationale behind design decisions. Despite her involvement in the design of the course, the instructor acknowledged that
as an instructor who taught both online and in the face-to-face format for many years, I found myself holding back the desire to tweak the look and feel of various course pages or alter its content even in the slightest degree. The urge to make changes in the course was stemming from not having experienced teaching a class where the learning materials were the result of a group effort. Rather, like many other community college instructors, I was used to crafting my own content.

Instead of implementing changes to the course design as she taught, the instructor kept a personal journal where she noted her thoughts regarding the possible revisions for the following iterations of the course, as well as ideas for how various assignments or topics could be changed, added, or deleted. For example, since Google docs were used for the group project, the instructor suggested in her feedback to the project team that students could use wikis, which could be better assessed.

The instructor reported that with robust and logically organized content, the teaching of the course became a daily enjoyment, also coupled by participants’ enthusiasm and interest. Moreover, the exchange of perspectives on education and ideas coming from a diverse group of instructors provided a learning experience for all participants. She noted that the most remarkable fact, however, was the degree to which her own understanding of the distinction between the role of course design and the online teacher’s roles play in students’ satisfaction and success. As one previously involved in the Quality Matters program, the instructor was aware of these distinct, yet overlapping components. Nevertheless, it was only after she taught the COAT course that the roles of the instructor were crystallized. For one, she realized once more that the most important roles of the online instructor were to set out the tone for communicating online and to serve as a guide. She embraced both roles and noticed participants’ positive response to prompt and encouraging feedback.

At the beginning of the course, the instructor conducted a synchronous orientation session in the form of a webinar for interested participants. From the 20 adjunct faculty who were selected for the course, 8 took part in the web-conferencing orientation session, which covered topics such as course expectations and navigating the learning management system. The need for a second synchronous session appeared when participants requested a demonstration of how to add audio content to their courses. Both webinars were very well received by participants who attended.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The COAT pilot course evaluations indicated that, at the end of the course, the majority of participants found that the course (a) met their needs to prepare them to teach online, (b) modeled good course design and teaching practices, and (c) presented content in a way that met their preferred learning style. However, most participants reported that although the amount of content covered each week was reasonable, it was still challenging to keep up with the workload. The qualitative data painted a rich picture of individuals’ experiences in the course but was not cohesive enough to use for major redesign decisions. As a result, the project leadership decided
that more data needed to be collected before determining if any major changes to the course were needed. However, a few minor changes were recommended for the next iteration of the course:

- including optional synchronous opportunities,
- reducing some of the workload for module 2,
- realigning some of the workload in modules 3 and 4, and
- making several of the assignments optional or ungraded.

The phase two report was presented to MOL in July 2010, at which time it was recommended that a phase three be implemented in the academic year 2010–2011. Phase three recommendations included a goal of becoming grant-independent (i.e., financially self-sustaining). To accomplish this, there would be a fee for taking the course. The fee was set at $300 for adjunct faculty living or teaching in Maryland and $600 for all others. These fees were estimated to cover the administrative and instructor costs of running three COAT course sections in 2010–2011.

The primary goal of phase three is to determine if there is sufficient demand for the course at the recommended pricing structure in order for the project to become self-sustaining. To achieve this goal, COAT courses are scheduled for the fall, spring, and summer semesters in 2010–2011. The course will be offered with the same design as the pilot course with the few minor exceptions noted previously: (a) adding optional synchronous session(s), (b) reducing/realigning the workload, and (c) making some assignments optional or ungraded. Participants will again be asked to complete course evaluations. At the end of phase three, the evaluation data for the phase three course offerings will be combined with the phase two data to create a larger sample size. It is hoped that this will provide sufficient data to determine if major design changes are needed. At the end of phase three, the COAT team should also have sufficient data to determine whether the COAT project could be self-sustaining. The COAT team hopes that research conducted in phase three will lead to recommending a phase four of the project in 2011–2012 with the expansion of the number of COAT course offerings and a continuing cycle of evaluation and course improvement. It is anticipated that research in phase four will utilize additional data collection tools in order to address the limitations of this current research study, which focused on the perceptions of a small sample of participants.
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